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1) How do we define effective teaching in environmental science?
Our project has a strong base in learning progressions research. From this, we are defining Learning Progression-Based Teaching Strategies (LPTSs).
Our professional development and support activities are designed to foster the use of these strategies by teachers. These LPTSs include:

1. Focus instruction on important big ideas in the field of study. These are identified by experts in the field, consistent with the required curriculum at
the local, state and national levels, and supported by research on student learning.

2. Plan instruction based on anticipated level of student understanding, informed by research on learning progressions for the subject.
3. Develop and use formative assessments to guide selection of instructional strategies and sequences.
4. Support student learning through careful attention and response to student thinking during classroom discourse and in comments on student work.
5. Engage students in guided or open inquiry with authentic events and experiences. For environmental science, this includes direct experiences with
organisms and ecosystems outside.

6. Link environmental science to real problems in the local, nearby environment, anchoring students’ learning in their culture and place.
7. Have students engage in and reflect on science-based citizenship practices –using science skills and understandings to investigate, evaluate and
critique arguments; and being motivated and confident to use science in decision making.

2) What do teachers need to achieve excellence in Teaching Environmental Science?
In order to use LPTS effectively, teachers need:

1. Strong conceptual understanding of the topics of instruction and an honest appraisal of her/his
own level of understanding.

2. Pedagogical content knowledge based on an appreciation of student thinking and learning
trajectories.

3. High quality instructional materials that reflect the best of what we know about how students
move along the learning progressions.

4. Access to current research about student learning.
5. Tools for building student reasoning and practice in using them.
6. Formative assessment tools embedded in his/her instruction.
7. Practice with and support for responsive teaching in professional development workshops, and
in classroom learning environments.

8. Self efficacy and motivation to adopt, adapt and implement LPTSs.

3a) PD for Teacher Content Learning
Innovative Methods
• Learn environmental science while carrying out activities in the Teaching Experiment Instructional Units (TE units) in each strand, Carbon Cycle, Water
Cycle, and Biodiversity, including the hands-on and reasoning tools work.

• TE units are designed using learning progressions to meet learners, either students or teachers, where they are and help them move forward.
Preliminary Results
• “The MSP Pathways Project has helped me understand student misconceptions, student gaps in learning , and helped me have a clearer, deeper

understanding of the science that I am teaching.”—Teacher
• Each summer we administer content
assessments to teachers similar to the ones
we ask teachers to give students.

• After one year of PD, teachers’
explanations on carbon cycle assessment
items closely related to the Carbon TE unit
and work in PD (left, center) show
substantial movement away from lower
level reasoning (Level 2/3), towards
scientifically principled reasoning (Level
4).

• On an item on the carbon cycle but not
dealt with in the Carbon TE unit or PD,
fewer teachers improve (right).

3b) PD for Teacher Pedagogical Content Knowledge Learning
Innovative Methods
• Consider student thinking activity

• Sort student responses to
formative assessments using a
self generated rubric and a
researcher created LP rubric

• reflect on rubrics and
responses to identify key
features of student thinking at
different performance levels

Preliminary Results
• “The LP information has enabled
me to look at my students ways of constructing knowledge in a new way.”—
Teacher

• In the Summer of 2011 we administered a Teacher PD Survey to 95 teachers across
the four sites. The survey asked each teacher to pick one topic and identify the
important understandings for students in that topic (figure below).

• The idea of the systemic nature of topics seemed to be there already for biodiversity
more than for water or carbon. Systemic nature of carbon cycle and water cycle were
discussed with fewer words and less complex discourse or concentrated on a sub-
cycle.

1 = Use of science terminology or
contextual purpose without
linkage or explanation;

2 = Use of sci. term. with linkage to
contextual purpose or connect.,
but no reference to scientific
principles;

3 = Use of multiple sci. terms with
linkage to contextual purpose and
scientific principles- treatment as
a SYSTEM

3c) PD for Responsive Teaching
Innovative Methods
Modeling responsive teaching with responsive PD
• facilitation guides for PD providers, key points at a glance, optional approaches to activities,
• formative pre-assessments of participants, embedded assessment throughout, “Gots and Needs” each day at the
workshops and adjustments to workshops made in response,

• conscious and purposeful modeling of responding to participant thinking
Embedded “LP look for’s,” formative assessments and tools for reasoning in TE Units.
Preliminary Results
• “[The project] has helped me to realize that my students are a part of something that is helping shape the way in
which I teach. If my students aren't getting to a level that they need then I need to revamp my teaching
lessons/approaches to content.” – Teacher

• “[Learning Progressions] will help you think about how to challenge students to get to the next level. More
helpful than just asking for mastery of a standard.”– Teacher

• Teachers using embedded formative assessments: I monitored
students’ progress as they compiled their lists, and as they
worked in groups to make their posters. As [described in LP
Look for], most students focused their lists on macroscopic
features of the ecosystem. I used this observation to focus my
questioning on what microscopic features students might
know about already, but didn’t think about as being present in
the riparian system.—Teacher

3d) PD for Teacher Self Efficacy and Motivation
Innovative Methods
• Learning community developed over multiple years with fellow teachers, scientists and educators.
• In-school planning and implementation support from Teachers-in-Residence, graduate students.
Preliminary Results
• “The training I received from the P.D. helped me to change my teaching style from an authoritative to a
democratic mode. It helped me gain confidence to teach carbon experiments with substantial support
from the professional team at our local site.” – Teacher

• “[The PD was] well designed, collaborative, supportive, promoted connections between schools. I
learned most about the relevance and importance of practices and exploration in extending scientific
literacy.”—Teacher

• “My involvement in the MSP project has certainly refreshed my enthusiasm for teaching and learning
science. Collaboration with fellow science teachers and researchers has been inspiring and raised the
bar of expectations for me as a professional. Diving into student thinking about how carbon cycles in
our environment, the importance of biodiversity and water, along with levels of progression has changed
how I plan units while making these connections across the curriculum. ”—Teacher-in-residence

4) Exciting questions for the future
• Can we develop cost effective and reliable methods for describing teachers’ classroom use of learning
progression-based teaching strategies to support research and effective PD?

• Do student outcomes relate to teachers’ use of LPTS and to the PD we provide?

• Can we describe “teaching progressions” that reflect implementation of LPTS?

• Can we provide information about place, culture and context-specific variation in teaching and learning?
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Theories of Action

Contextual Factors
• local environment
• school system
• resources
• PD

Personal Factors
• CK and PCK
• teaching skills
• interest in envt.
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Student
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• Learning
• Interest

Self
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Motivation

Teacher
Outcomes
• Success
• Learning

Feedback and Feed-Forward Influences on Teachers’ Practices

LTER Network Our partnership works with four sites within the NSF Long Term Ecological
Research (LTER) Network
and the LTER Network
Office. The network as a
whole has a K-12 outreach
component that serves
>375 Schools/Districts
with over 500,000 students
from diverse backgrounds.
These connections provide
us the opportunity to
conduct our research and
professional development
activities on a national scale.

Teacher Discourse about
“Important Understandings”
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PD Participation - 2009-2011
Factors Supporting or Limiting Teachers’ Use of LPTS

* Elementary school teacher participation
supported with other funds.
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BES 1 4 2 8 23 22 45
KBS 5 6 2 7 54 32 60 146
SBC 3 4 2 1 15 8 23
SGS 2 3 7 6 34 38 11 83
Total 11 17 13 22 126 100 71 297

Contact: Kim Melville-Smith: Kimberly.Melville-Smith@ColoState.edu, Alan Berkowitz: berkowitza@caryinstitute.org, John Moore: jcmoore@nrel.colostate.edu
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